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Allergen-specific IgG as a mediator of allergy inhibition: Lessons from mother to child
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ABSTRACT
Allergen-specific IgG produced by immune mothers is associated with less predisposition to allergy
development in their children. This finding has been described by several groups over the last few
decades, but the mechanisms by which maternal IgG can inhibit allergy development are still not fully
understood. With the purpose of summarizing past investigations, we review the literature on murine
models of maternal immunization with allergens and on immune regulation in humans after passive
therapy with purified IgG. Based on our review, a new hypothesis about these mechanisms is presented,
which may provide a foundation for the future development of therapies to inhibit allergy development.
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Introduction

The passive transfer of maternal IgG antibodies (MatIgG) to
offspring is predominantly mediated by the FcRn receptor.1 In
humans, this transfer mainly occurs via placental transport and
seems to start during the second trimester of pregnancy.2,3 The
levels of MatIgG transferred to the fetus can increase until the
end of pregnancy.4 Moreover, during lactation, transfer can
also occur because FcRn receptors are expressed on the
epithelial cells of newborns’ intestines, with receptor interaction
protecting MatIgG from catabolism.5

The maternal transfer of allergen-specific IgG, including
IgGs against cat epithelium, pollen6 and dietary antigens such
as OVA,7 was first shown many years ago and is associated
with lower predisposition to allergy development during the
first years of life. Our group has demonstrated that maternal
immunization with allergens can inhibit type I hypersensitivity
in offspring in murine models,8-13 and years ago, we suggested
that this phenomenon may be related to MatIgG levels in
offspring.14 Direct evidence that MatIgG is able to suppress IgE
production in offspring was also obtained years ago in a murine
model of OVA immunization.15

Although these findings have been described since the
1980s, our understanding of the exact mechanism of
MatIgG interaction with the fetal immune system to inhibit
allergy in children has not risen proportionally. Here, we
intend to highlights several of the most important findings
in this regard, with the goal of contributing a new
perspective on the potential of IgG antibodies to control the
development of allergies.

Given this purpose, we focus on 2 main topics in the
literature that are relevant to our discussion: I- the knowledge
resulting from murine models used to investigate the role of
maternal IgG in inhibiting the hypersensitivity response in

offspring and II- the knowledge resulting from passive therapy
with purified IgG in humans to regulate immune responses.

Based on this discussion, we present a new hypothesis
and certain considerations to provide a foundation for the
future development of therapies capable of inhibiting allergy
development.

Lessons from murine models of allergy regulation

The most obvious interpretation of the effect of MatIgG on the
immunity of children is based on the fact that passively transferred
MatIgG can neutralize inhaled or ingested allergens in offspring,
particularly during the neonatal stage, reducing the need for proc-
essing and presentation and hence inhibiting IgE production.16

In more recent work, it has been demonstrated that mater-
nal antibodies produced in response to maternal immunization
with respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) are passively transferred
to offspring and can neutralize RSV, preventing infection with-
out inducing other cellular components.17

However, in the past, it has been demonstrated that antigen
neutralization is not able to completely prevent the stimulation
of an immune response in offspring after neonatal immuniza-
tion against measles and tetanus.18 In this model, the presence
of high levels of maternal antibodies could reduce the humoral
response but did not prevent T cell-mediated immunity in the
offspring, which were able to produce cytokines such as IFN-g
and IL-5 and which displayed cytotoxic activity at normal
levels. In the context of allergen neutralization mediated by
passive MatIgG transference, it has been shown that offspring
derived from non-immunized mothers and subjected to passive
transfer of purified IgG from OVA-immunized females
exhibited blocked anaphylactic IgE production, without
blockade of allergen-specific IgM production.11
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This evidence shows that MatIgG is not only linked to
antigen neutralization; rather, MatIgG can also mediate an
immune-sensitizing process that is more related to immune
regulation than to a hypersensitivity response.

Additionally, the interaction between MatIgG and the
immune system of offspring may involve immune complexes
composed of MatIgG and antigens; these complexes can
directly interact with FcgRs expressed on the cells of offspring.
In this context, FcgRIIb inhibitory receptors seem to be the
most important FcgRs mediating maternal-fetal immune-
adaptive interactions.

All mature murine B cells express the isoform FcgRIIb.19

The ITIM motifs of the FcgRIIb receptors are capable of
inhibiting activation of B cells when near the ITAM motifs of
the B cell receptors (BCRs).20 It has been demonstrated that
FcgRIIb receptors can co-localize with BCRs, destabilizing the
immunological synapse of the B cells that are necessary for
isotype switching,21 consequently inhibiting the production of
IgE in response to allergens.

It is unlikely that such a mechanism can occur in vivo,
inhibiting the response of offspring to vaccines, because
FcgRIIb-MatIgG binding is independent of antibody specificity
and because increasing dose of a vaccine can induce an
immune response in neonates.22 Mice genetically deficient
(KO) for FcgRIIb receptors also exhibit inhibition of the
immune response to vaccines in the presence of MatIgG23 and
show an exacerbation of the production of IgG antibodies.24

Taken together, this evidence suggests a functional influence of
FcgRIIb on the B cells of offspring that is not able to block the
induction of immune responses but that again suggests an
immunoregulatory state, thus supporting a possible application
in the control of hypersensitivity reactions.

A third possibility in terms of maternal-fetal interaction is
that MatIgG can directly and idiotypically interact with the
immune system of offspring in the absence of antigen. In this
regard, the inhibition of anti-phospholipase IgE antibody A2
(from bee venom) was demonstrated in the offspring of
mothers that received anti-phospholipase A2 IgG.25 This
phenomenon may be mediated by interactions between
MatIgG idiotypes and both T cell receptors (TCRs) and BCRs,
exerting a stimulating and/or regulatory effect on the cells.26

MatIgG can influence the formation of the clonal repertoire
of offspring by anti-idiotypic interactions with BCRs, as evi-
denced in rabbits.27 These idiotypic interactions between Mat-
IgG and the BCRs and TCRs of offspring occur during the fetal
period28,29 and are able to select B and T cell repertoires in
offspring.30

This “shaping” of the B cell repertoire of offspring results in
long-term functional alterations that are B cell intrinsic and
that can be evidenced up to adulthood.31 This phenomenon is
termed “maternal imprinting.”

In 2003, the induction of nTreg lymphocytes in response to
MatIgG transfer via preconceptional immunization with the
dust mite antigen Dp was suggested, but at the time, whether
MatIgG per se could be responsible for this induction was not
investigated.14

Some years later, asthma inhibition in offspring mediated by
preconceptional maternal oral tolerance induction was shown
in a murine model using OVA allergen. In this model, it

became evident that allergen-specific MatIgG plays a pivotal
role in the inhibition of asthma in offspring and that this effect
depends not only on neutralization but also on induction of
IFN-g production by memory T cells in offspring as a crucial
event.32

In a similar murine model of preconceptional immuniza-
tion, it was demonstrated that the passive transfer of MatIgG
purified from OVA-immunized mothers to normal females
during pregnancy could also induce phenotypic changes in the
B cells of offspring, which could be detected at 3 d old.11

Although these alterations were induced in the absence of
antigen and thus in the absence of immune complexes, it is
likely that the effect of MatIgG is due to idiotypic interactions
between MatIgG and the fetal immune system.

Taken together, experimental studies on the relationship
between MatIgG and allergy inhibition in offspring have
clarified that the mechanisms are mediated not only by allergen
neutralization; rather, it also seems that an allergen-specific
immunoregulatory status can be induced in offspring as a result
of complex interactions of MatIgG with T and B cells in
offspring, although these interactions are not fully understood.

Lessons from human IVIg therapy

Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) is composed of a pool of
purified human IgG antibodies that is routinely used to treat
patients with primary immunodeficiency and as an immuno-
modulator for transplantation and autoimmune disorders.33

IVIg preparations have been derived from plasma from more
than 3,000 donors in accordance with blood donation guide-
lines, which do not consider the donor’s atopic background.
These preparations represent a healthy IgG repertoire with
mixed atopic background profiles since allergy can affect up to
40% of the population in developed countries. All commercial
preparations have an IgG purity above 95%, with predomi-
nance of the IgG1 isotype (>56%).34

In the literature, in vitro IVIg has been described as capable
of decreasing IFN-g in the supernatant of peripheral blood
mononuclear cell (PBMC) cultures from healthy individuals.35

In similar experiments with PBMC and umbilical cord cell
cultures, decreased levels of IFN-g, IL-10 and IL-12 in response
to stimulation of the TCR with anti-CD3 have been
demonstrated.36 Indeed, several authors have already described
IVIg as influencing the production of cytokines in PBMC
cultures.35,37-40 However, it has also been reported that IVIg is
capable of suppressing the allogenic responses of T cells by
Treg activation via ZAP-70,41 demonstrating that IVIg can
interact with receptors expressed on the lymphocytes of treated
subjects, modulating both activity and function.

Together, this evidence demonstrates that IgG can directly
modulate cytokine production by T cells, possibly based on
idiotypic interactions. These interactions are similar to those
cited above in the context of MatIgG26 and can be mediated by
the mutual recognition of variable regions between antibodies
and clonal receptors, including TCRs. This phenomenon might
also occur in vivo and, as it depends on variable region
recognition, may vary according to IgG specificity.

In this context, in vivo human treatment with IVIg has
provided certain important evidence about the modulatory
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potential of IgG. In particular, IVIg has been used to prevent
recurrent spontaneous abortions (RSAs), as proposed years
ago.42 RSAs are related to the production of anti-nuclear anti-
bodies,43 anti-thyroid protein antibodies44 and anti-trophoblast
antibody.45 The exact mechanism by which IVIg acts to prevent
RSAs is still not well understood but is probably mediated by
idiotypic interactions between transferred antibodies and
treated subjects’ B and T cell repertoires; these interactions
result in the modulation of cytokine production, as evidenced
in vitro, as well as other mechanisms that have not been fully
elucidated.

In the context of IgE regulation, in 1991, Mazer BD and
colleagues46 described a reduction of IgE levels in children with
severe asthma who were treated monthly with a high dose of
IVIg. Three years later, Jakobsson T and colleagues47 also sug-
gested that 5 monthly infusions with a mean dose of 0.8 g/kg of
IVIg treatment could reduce IgE levels in patients with severe
bronchial asthma, but their results were not statistically
significant. Moreover, several years ago, it was shown that
monthly high-dose (2 g/kg) IVIg treatment in patients with
atopic dermatitis (AD), which is characterized by high IgE
production, could reduce the eczema skin score, but only 3
patients were evaluated.48 Five years later, another group of
researchers compared the effect of 2 g/kg of IVIg as stat
infusion treatment with that of cyclosporine treatment in 6
patients with severe AD. In this case, it is important to note
that a single dose of IVIg treatment could also reduce the AD
severity score (SCORAD), although not as well as cyclosporine,
reinforcing the therapeutic potential of IVIg in regulating the
effects of IgE.49

A few years later, 30 patients with AD were submitted to
3 months of therapy with 2 g/kg of IVIg, and a decrease in IL-5
serum levels, with no influence on the production of IFN-g,
was observed.50 None of the studies elucidated the mechanism
by which IVIg could down-regulate AD, but interesting
relevant evidence was obtained 16 y ago. In particular, Zhuang
Q and Mazer B showed that in vitro inhibition of IgE
production in purified human B cells was more pronounced
following treatment with Fab’2 fragments than when using
intact IVIg.51

Very recent in vivo evidence in pemphigus vulgaris patients
also revealed that the complete clinical remission of this disease
after therapy with 0.4 g/kg of IVIg for 5 d could possibly be
related to the induction of regulatory B10 cells after long-term
IVIg therapy.52

These observations strongly suggest that intense idiotypic
interactions occur between IVIg and B cells, which can
modulate B cell function, inhibiting IgE production and even
inducing regulatory B cells. Taken together, these could be the
mechanisms by which type I hypersensitivity development can
also be inhibited.

It was also recently shown that human IVIg can penetrate
mouse, monkey and human cells, reacting with intracellular
molecules such as DNA, histone and tubulin, and that human
IVIg exhibits regulatory potential in murine splenocytes.53

These effects are apparently more pronounced in CD4 T cells,
with no influence observed in CD8 T cells.

These results elucidate the reason why a murine model of
experimental autoimmune arthritis (EAA) could be regulated

by human IVIg treatment. In this model, human IVIg reduced
the maturation of Th17 cells, induced the production of IL-10
and augmented the expression of FcgRIIb receptors on mouse
cells.54

Taken together, these results open a wide field of
investigation, considering that IVIg can idiotypically interact
with B and T cells at the membrane and cytoplasm levels,
resulting mainly in cytokine modulation in T cells but also in
functional modulation of B cells. As these interactions are
influenced by IgG idiotypes, it is very possible that the
specificity of produced or passively transferred IgG has a direct
influence on the specificity of modulatory and regulatory cells
of the immune system. In the case of in vivo IVIg treatment, we
also suggest that the IgG repertoires of donors can differentially
affect the immune functions of treated patients.

Furthermore, this effect possibly results from a complex
repertoire diversity that is developed prior to transfer and in
response to diverse ambient and infection-derived antigens.
Therefore, we believe that this mechanism could not be induced
by monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) that are already used for the
management of allergy, such as omalizumab. This MAb has its
effect mediated by direct IgE neutralization, without inducing
immune regulation at the B and T cell levels.55

Hypothesis: Passively transferred IgG as a specific
regulator of allergy development in offspring

Recently, the possible effect of maternal immunization with
allergens on inducing regulatory cells in offspring was
reviewed.56 Here, we want to further propose that MatIgG per
se can influence the maturation and antigen presentation
processes of the lymphocytes of offspring, generating a direct
impact on the induction of regulatory B cells and the modula-
tion of cytokine production by T cells. For this hypothesis, we
suggest the following name: “MatIgG primary modulation
theory.”

The fact that antibodies can reach primary and secondary
lymphoid organs was described decades ago57-60; this means
that we need to discuss the result of contact between T and B
cells and MatIgG in 2 different contexts: cells in maturation
(primary lymphoid organs) or matured cells (secondary
lymphoid organs).

In primary lymphoid organs, during the maturation process,
immature T and B cells already express clonal receptors and are
programmed to develop effecter or regulatory functions,
processes that possibly can be interrupted by MatIgG.

As a main event, we believe that in a homeostatic
microenvironment, as in a normal primary lymphoid organ,
anti-idiotypic MatIgG can idiotypically interact with the clonal
receptors of immature cells, which can occur in the bone
marrow for B cells and in the thymus mainly for abT cells but
also for gdT and B cells, resulting in modulation of the
functional activities of these cells. As this mechanism is clone
specific, it is possible that if the maternal immune system were
sensitized and produced high levels of allergen-specific MatIgG,
and consequently anti-idiotypic MatIgG, the passive transfer of
this molecule would modulate the maturation of anti-allergen
cells, yielding mature cells that could exert a modulatory or
regulatory role in the periphery in offspring.
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Based on the discussed considerations, we believe that
idiotypic interactions between MatIgG and B and abT cells in
offspring can induce functional alterations that induce
allergen-specific regulatory B cells and modulate cytokine
production by allergen-specific abT cells.

As a secondary event, it is possible that MatIgG directly
permeates the membrane of developing cells in offspring and
influences intracellular events in a way that is not fully
understood but that can cooperate with the induced functional
and modulatory alterations.

Aggeliki S and collaborators have shown that Fab’2
fragments are the main mediators responsible for the cell-
regulatory effects of membrane-permeable human IgG.53 These
results suggest that after membrane overlap, IgG can interact
with intracellular molecules in an idiotype-specific manner.
Therefore, it is possible that different IgG repertoires can
influence different intracellular pathways, resulting in different
effects. High levels of allergen-specific MatIgG can also favor
the maturation of regulatory B or modulated abT cells in
offspring, which can be allergen specific if this maturation
happens simultaneously with membrane idiotypic interactions,
as cited above.

Briefly, we believe that a non-atopic MatIgG repertoire can
exert a modulatory effect on immature cells in the primary
lymphoid organs of offspring via membrane clonal receptors
and intracellular interactions and that these events can
stimulate allergen-specific regulatory B cells and modulate the
secretion of cytokines by abT cells, which can in turn inhibit
allergy exacerbation (Fig. 1). Although no evidence of gdT cell
modulation mediated by IgG is described in the literature, we
cannot discard the idea that this population could also be
modulated by MatIgG.

In secondary lymphoid organs, there is a predominance of
mature abT and B cells that also express clonal receptors and
that are already programmed with effector or regulatory
properties, functions that can be influenced by extracellular
and intracellular MatIgG interactions.

At this level we believe that as a main event, MatIgG
possibly idiotypically interacts with clonal BCRs expressed in
the surface of mature B cells in offspring, which can result in
the internalization and processing of MatIgG-derived peptides
and their presentation to abT cells in a tolerogenic/regulatory
context because MatIgG does not induce an inflammatory
stimulus capable of up-regulating co-stimulatory molecules
and inflammatory cytokines. This phenomenon can result in
the induction of regulatory anti-allergen B cells and can also
modulate cytokine secretion by abT cells in the periphery in
offspring.

Figure 1. Possible effects of MatIgG on (B)and (T)cells in primary lymphoid organs
in offspring. MatIgG can interact with immature B cells in offspring by membrane
idiotypic interactions with allergen-specific BCRs and by intracellular interactions
after permeating the membrane; as a result, B cells can acquire regulatory B
function (A). Similarly, MatIgG can interact with immature abT and gdT cells in
offspring by membrane idiotypic interactions with allergen-specific TCRs and by
intracellular interactions after permeating the membrane; as a result, T cells’
cytokine production can be modulated (B).

Figure 2. Possible effects of MatIgG on (B)and (T)cells in secondary lymphoid organs in offspring. MatIgG can interact with allergen-specific B cells in offspring by
membrane idiotypic interactions and by intracellular interactions after permeating the membrane; as a result, B cells can process and present MatIgG peptides via MHC
molecules (A). The presentation of MatIgG peptides without inflammatory signals can result in a tolerogenic/regulatory context (B). As a result of this process, B cells
acquire regulatory function, and T cells’ cytokine production can be modulated (C).
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Similar to what occurs in primary lymphoid organs, as a
secondary event, it is possible that MatIgG directly permeates
the membrane of mature B and T cells in offspring and influen-
ces intracellular events, consequently collaborating with the
allergen-specific functional modulation induced by clonal
receptor interactions (Fig. 2).

In practice, it is still difficult to obtain experimental evidence
that non-atopic MatIgG can induce allergen-specific regulatory
B cells and modulates T cells’ cytokine production, inhibiting
allergy development in offspring. In this context, experimental
protocols for passive transference of MatIgG purified from
allergen-immunized or non-immunized mothers followed by
evaluation of the B and T lymphocytes in the primary organs of
their offspring can be suggested. Purified MatIgG can also be
used to evaluate the in vitro influence on B and T cell
maturation using primary lymphoid organ cultures that have
been previously standardized. Similar in vitro protocols can be
adopted to evaluate this hypothesis in humans using IgG
purified from atopic or non-atopic individuals. In this case, it is
especially important to compare these results with those
obtained with commercially available IVIg. We believe that
further evidence elucidating this hypothesis will emerge in the
literature in the next few years.

Considerations regarding future allergy
prevention strategies

IVIg is produced from a pool of sera from hundreds of
individual donors, and the exclusion criteria for donation only
include possible infection and prior transfusions. The
frequency of atopy in the populations of developed countries is
approximately 40%,61 and this parameter is not an exclusion
criterion, so IVIg used in the treatment of patients reflects the
IgG profiles of both atopic and non-atopic individuals at an
undetermined ratio.

Translated to in vivo conditions, the separation of IVIg from
atopic and non-atopic donors might enable more efficient
treatment in certain situations. Thus, hypothetically, the
treatment of atopic women with IgG from non-atopic
individuals could favor the induction of anti-allergen regulatory
mechanisms in the fetus, without negatively affecting the
maintenance of pregnancy and without causing significant side
effects. Therefore, we suggest that assessment of the atopic
background of IgG donors will probably facilitate understand-
ing of the effects of IVIg and will open new possibilities for
allergy prevention strategies.

Conclusion

In conclusion, our review yields a new hypothesis, suggesting
that the anti-allergen IgG repertoire can mediate allergy
inhibition by modulating B and T cell function and regulatory
properties. This mechanism may induce long-term effects that
may have implications for the future development of human
therapies for allergy regulation.
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